Reading Comprehension

1. Stop using single-use plastic
Humans produce more than 300 million tonnes of plastic every year.
50% of this plastic is single-use, which means it is only used for one
purpose for a very short amount of time and after that it is
thrown away. It never disintegrates and will be left on
planet Earth forever, either in landfill or by ending up in the
ocean.
You can make simple changes in your household by reducing
items you buy that contain or are wrapped in single-use plastic.
Instead, you can use environmentally friendly shops, which promote
zero waste shopping. You can buy items like beeswax wrap to
wrap your sandwiches in for lunch instead of using little plastic
bags. Ditch plastic drinks bottles for good and buy a reusable metal bottle!

2. Use your car less
Consider walking instead of using the car if you have a short journey to do. Walk or
cycle to school every day. Look at the public transport system in your local area –
could you use the bus, tram or the train more to get to the places you are travelling
to?
Be like Greta Thunberg and give up air
travel. Instead travel by coach, train or
boat to get to a foreign country, or
abandon foreign travel altogether and go
on holiday in the UK!

3. Think about carbon footprint
You may have heard people talking about reducing your carbon footprint and have
no idea what that means. Carbon footprint means the total amount of greenhouse
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gases produced directly and indirectly by human activities, like flying or making
food. It is measured in tons of carbon dioxide (CO2).
Examples of things that cause carbon emissions:

Think carefully about what activities you and your family do that create a big
carbon footprint and think about how you can reduce it by making better choices.
You can go online and use a carbon footprint calculator at
www.carbonfootprint.com/calculator which shows you the impact of a particular
activity and will also offer you ideas for ‘offsetting’ your carbon footprint.
Offsetting means doing something that benefits the planet, so that you neutralise
your impact.

4. Eat less meat
You may not realise but meat production is actually very time and energy
consuming. Did you know that meat production requires a much higher amount of
water than vegetable production? For example, to produce 1kg of meat, it requires
between 5,000 and 20,000 litres of water.
You could consider giving up meat altogether and become a vegetarian, which
means having a plant based diet. Even if you cannot commit to such a big life
change, you could consider giving up meat for one or two meals a week or meat for
a whole day. Your adults at home will be happy as sometimes vegetarian meals are
a lot cheaper to prepare too!
At school, you can also encourage your Eco Council at school to talk to the Head
teacher and cook about taking part in Meat free Mondays. For more information,
visit https://www.meatfreemondays.com
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5. Ask your adults about what energy you use
Transitioning to renewable energy is one of the most powerful ways for a family to
reduce its ecological footprint. Renewable energy uses the Earth’s natural resources
such as wind or water to produce energy for our homes. The best thing about
renewable energy is it never runs out, so this type of energy source will last forever
unlike the non-renewable coal and gas!

6. Get a smart meter
You can install a smart meter in your home, which helps you and your family to
monitor how much energy you use. Every day, it shows you how much energy you
have used and how much that has cost you. It changes colour when consumption in
your household goes up e.g. if you boil a kettle or have lots of appliances on, so it
helps you all to realise what activities and appliances use a lot of energy.

7. Recycle, recycle, recycle
There’s only one planet Earth and once we use up all of its useful resources, they’re
gone forever. It’s becoming more difficult and more damaging to exploit some of
these resources, so it is much better and easier to recycle and reuse as much as
possible. Recycling means less environmental damage. We don’t have to mine and
quarry for more metals if we recycle old cans for example. We’re saving energy and
money as making new things from raw resources takes up a lot of energy and costs
more money. Recycling old materials requires far less energy than building from
scratch. What can you recycle in your household to help the planet? Is your school
making the most of recycling? Ask your Eco Council to check this out and complete a
whole school audit.

8. Sell or donate your old toys
When you have finished with your old toys,
consider giving them away to family or
friends, so that they avoid going in the bin or to
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landfill. If you don’t know any younger children, then you can try to sell your toys
through a newspaper advertisement, or give them away to a charity shop. Then,
you get to feel doubly good: you are helping to save the planet and helping a
charity to make money to help others!

9. Campaign
Find your inner hippy and campaign to make people more aware of the choices they
make and whether they have a negative or a positive impact on the planet. Greta
Thunberg, who is a 16-year-old girl from Sweden, has been doing this for several
years and has become a global icon. So believe in yourself and know that you can
make a difference!

10. Write to your MP
One effective way to try to make and affect change on a national scale is to write to
your local MP and ask them what they are doing and saying in the Houses of
Parliament to help reduce carbon emissions and to improve green spaces in your
local area. Ask an adult to find out the address of their constituency office or send
it directly to them at:
House of Commons, London SW1A 0AA

We hope that you have found some fun and eﬀective ways to help the planet by
reading this list. Share it with your family and friends in order to start making a
change on a small scale. You never know, you could be the next Greta Thunberg!
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